
Handicaps and Handicap Competitions 
 

The Archery GB Handicap Scheme “exists to measure an archer’s ability regardless of who they are 

and what they shoot….. Handicaps form the basis of the classification system and tables, but have a 

wide variety of uses beyond this such as comparing performance on different rounds”. 

We all have a handicap once we have shot 3 recognised rounds and that handicap stays with us for 

the rest of the season or reduces if our scores improve during the season.  

The handicap scale is from 1 to 150, the lower the number, the better you have been shooting. 

There are just two handicap tables – one for all the indoor rounds and one for all the outdoor 

rounds. There are no separate tables for bow type, age group etc.  Your handicap for a round shot is 

simply based on your score, so a recurve archer will typically have a better handicap (lower number) 

than a barebow archer who, in turn would have a better handicap than a longbow archer.  Similarly, 

an average adult archer will have a better handicap than an average junior archer. 

Example 

 



Above is a small sample of the Handicap table. 

If, in the first 3 rounds of the season, you scored 400 on a National it would be a handicap of 61, 300 

on a Warwick, it would be a handicap of 57 and 560 on a National 40, it would be 56.  The average of 

those 3 is 58, so that would be your handicap after those 3 rounds. 

If your next round was shot to a handicap of 54, your new running handicap would be the average of 

your current handicap and this latest round, so (58+54)/2 = 56.  If instead you had a poor day and 

shot to a 60 handicap, your handicap would stay at 58 – it doesn’t get worse in the season, only 

better. 

Handicap Allowances 

Alongside the handicap tables is another set of tables of handicap allowances – which are only used 

when making score adjustments in a handicap competition. 

 

If the archer above who has a handicap of 56 was shooting say a National 50 round in a handicap 

competition, then they would get an allowance of 937 added to their score. 

If they then shot to their handicap i.e. shot a score of 503, then their adjusted score would be 1440 – 

and so would everyone else in that competition if they all shot exactly to their own handicap. 

Thus, the handicap system allows archers of different bow styles and experience to shoot against one 

another in a single competition – it’s all about who shoots better than normal (or least worst than 

normal) on the day.  It becomes a level playing field for all archers in the tournament. 

 

Any questions please contact Paul – tournaments@wellscityarchers.com 

Sign up for Golden Records which will calculate your handicap for you - 

https://wellscityarchers.com/golden%20records/ 
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